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Renaissance was followed by the degenerate and
uninspired extravagance, the <c Schwulst " or bombast,,
of Lohenstein and Hofmannswaldau. Dark as these
imitative ages were in the literatures of the north,
they were not without germs of independence : the
pride of the bourgeoisie, which, under the wing of
the Reformation, had risen almost to arrogance in the
sixteenth century, and had not been stifled even by the
devastation of the Thirty Years' War, soon began to
reassert itself. It is to be seen in the successful
imitation of the picaresque novel, which gave Germany
one of her great books In the seventeenth century, the
Simplicissimus of Grimmelshauscn ; it appears in the
strong undercurrent of mysticism and pietism from
which sprang, in spite of the fetters of classicism,
a great religious poetry ; even in Sweden, where this
classicism had a particularly strong hold, it was early
undermined, as Lamm has shown in a recent enlighten-
ing book/ by a mysticism which reached a strange
culmination in the spiritualism of Swedcnborg, about
the middle of the eighteenth century.
By the end of the seventeenth century Germany
possessed a literature which was a very feeble replica
of that of the French seventeenth century ; the
so-called " court poets " and the redoubtable Gott-
sched, with his dream of an c< Acad&nic allemandc"
in Leipzig., were the spokesmen of this German
pseudo-classicism. This movement was reinforced by
the utilitarian philosophy of the " Aufklarung ", or
rationalism, as 'formulated by Christian Wolff.' The
practical consequence of this philosophy was to lull
men's minds into a sense of content and security,
to convince them of the rightncss of the world, and
the impossibility of improving upon it ; it thus found
itself better served by an orderly " classical " literature
than by one which permitted of departures from the
established norm. This naturally made for stagnation
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